VERIFYING THE LIGHT IS BLUE ON THE GenieGO

If all connections in Sections 1, 2 & 3 have been made correctly, the light on the front of the GenieGO will be BLUE.

LIGHT INDICATOR:
- **WHITE** = Download of new software will start automatically. Please allow up to 10 minutes to complete the process.
- **BLUE** = Ready to use.
- **FLASHING PURPLE** = GenieGO is not connected to your HD DVR. Please make sure the GenieGO is connected to the same wireless network that your HD DVR is connected to.
- **FLASHING GRAY** = GenieGO is not connected to the Internet. Please recheck the Ethernet connection to the Internet.
- **BLUE** = GenieGO is ready to use.
- **WHITE** = GenieGO is not connected to the Internet. Please recheck the Ethernet connection to the Internet.

If any of the colors are different than blue or white, recheck all connections made. If the problem persists, consult the Troubleshooting section in the manual on directv.com/GenieGO for support.

DOWNLOADING AND INSTALLING THE GenieGO APPLICATION

1. Installing mobile apps: Go to the iTunes App Store or Google Play Store and type "DIRECTV" into the search to download the DIRECTV phone and tablet apps for GenieGO.
2. Installing computer apps: Go to geniego.directv.com to download and install the computer app.
3. Follow the on-screen instructions to activate your GenieGO, register your applications and enable access to your GenieGO and your DIRECTV experience from outside your home.
4. Visit directv.com/GenieGO for additional information on GenieGO and available applications.

Use of the GenieGO application is licensed under DIRECTV’s current End User License Agreement. Use of this application is also subject to DIRECTV’s privacy policy and other legal policies, including in the DIRECTV’s Customer Agreement for users who are not DIRECTV customers.
Confi rm your HD DVR is connected to the Internet.

If the message says “SWiM Connected” and “Internet Connected” your HD DVR is connected. Proceed to Section 2.

If the message says “Internet Not Detected” visit directv.com/GenieGO for more information. To connect your HD DVR to the Internet.

POWERING UP YOUR GenieGO

1. Plug the power adapter into the GenieGO.
2. Plug the other end of the power adapter into an electrical outlet.
3. Once your GenieGO is connected, proceed to Section 3.

Note: The GREEN light confirms a proper connection.

CONNECTING Your GenieGO TO THE INTERNET

Follow the steps below to connect your GenieGO to the Internet.

1. Disconnect the cable from the back of the receiver and attach it to the open connector on the Splitter labeled “LNB.”
2. Connect the Splitter cable labeled “Receiver” to the now open connector on the back of your receiver.
3. Connect the Splitter cable labeled “GenieGO” to the open connector on the back of your GenieGO.
4. Once your GenieGO is connected, proceed to Section 3.

Note: You can also connect your GenieGO directly to your wireless router. Please visit directv.com/GenieGO for additional information about connecting your GenieGO.
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Note: The GREEN light confirms a proper connection.

Once your GenieGO is connected, proceed to Section 3.

Note: You can also connect your GenieGO directly to your wireless router. Please visit directv.com/GenieGO for additional information about connecting your GenieGO.

For a list of system and service requirements for the use of GenieGO, or if you have questions, please go to directv.com/GenieGO for more information.
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SECTION 1

CONFIRMING YOUR HD DVR IS CONNECTED TO THE INTERNET

Follow the steps below to connect your GenieGO to the Internet.

1. Disconnect this pan from the other end of the power adapter into an electrical outlet.
2. Plug the pan to the GenieGo directly to your wireless router. Please visit directv.com/GenieGO for additional information about connecting your GenieGO.
3. Once your GenieGO is connected, proceed to Section 3.

Note: You can also connect your GenieGO directly to your wireless router. Please visit directv.com/GenieGO for additional information about connecting your GenieGO.

SECTION 2

CONNECTING YOUR GenieGO TO THE INTERNET

Follow the steps below to connect your GenieGO to the Internet.

1. Disconnect the pan from the other end of the power adapter into an electrical outlet.
2. Connect the splitter cable labeled “GenieGO” to the open connector on the back of your receiver.
3. Connect the splitter cable labeled “LNB.” to the open connector on the back of your receiver.
4. Power up your GenieGO. (BLUE)

SECTION 3

POWERING UP YOUR GenieGO

1. Plug the power adapter into the GenieGO.
2. Plug the other end of the power adapter into an electrical outlet.

Note: The GREEN light confirms a proper connection.

Once your GenieGO is connected, proceed to Section 3.

Note: You can also connect your GenieGO directly to your wireless router. Please visit directv.com/GenieGO for additional information about connecting your GenieGO.

For a list of system and service requirements for the use of GenieGO, or if you have questions, please go to directv.com/GenieGO for more information.
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*OVERVIEW*

To guide you through the setup and use of your GenieGO™.

An instructional video is also available at directv.com/GenieGO for additional information about connecting your GenieGO.

For a list of system and service requirements for the use of GenieGO, please go to directv.com/GenieGO.

**SECTION 1**

**CONNECTING YOUR GenieGO TO THE INTERNET**

Follow the steps below to connect your GenieGO to the internet.

1. Disconnect the cable from the back of the receiver and attach it to the open connector on the Splitter labeled "LNB."
2. Connect the Splitter cable labeled "Receiver" to the now open connector on the back of your receiver.
3. Connect the Splitter cable labeled "GenieGO" to the open connector on the back of your GenieGO.
4. Once your GenieGO is connected, proceed to Section 3.

**SECTION 2**

**POWERING UP YOUR GenieGO**

1. Plug the power adapter into the GenieGO.
2. Plug the other end of the power adapter into an electrical outlet.
3. Once your GenieGO is connected, proceed to Section 3.

**SECTION 3**

**WEB/DIGITAL:**

OK TO EDIT

NO RAP APPROVAL,

RAP Approval: None

Bleed: 0.5" x 0.5"

Trim: 7" x 5"

Panel Sizes: 7", 7", 7", 7" x 5"

**GenieGO 2**

**Mechanical**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meas.</th>
<th>Print %</th>
<th>Angel</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>notes</th>
<th>Artwork/Photo</th>
<th>Trim/Proof</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>28.5&quot;</td>
<td>28&quot;</td>
<td>27.5&quot;</td>
<td>28&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Proofing**

Proof JPG

Release JPG

Traffic

Proofreading

**Output**

Print @: 5-2-2013 2:40 PM

Release/upload PDF: 5-8-2013 12:29 PM

Print Production

Sr. Studio Manager

Sr. Account Manager

Copywriter

Sr. Creative Dir/Copy

Studio Manager

Sr. Creative Dir/Art

Assoc. Creative Dir/Art

Assoc. Creative Dir/Copy

Photo Editor

Creative Dir/Art

Traffic

Proofreading

**FONTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FONTS</th>
<th>LAYERS: Crop Cubed, Layer 1, Slug Cubed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gotham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INKS**

- Magenta
- Cyan
- Yellow
- Black

**IMAGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMAGES</th>
<th>RESOLUTION</th>
<th>CMYK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSR093_BlkScrn_OK_Btn_M1.ai</td>
<td>100%; CMYK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD_DVR_HR20_Remote_newLogo_M3R.psd</td>
<td>(CMYK; 1028 ppi; 7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD_DVR_HR20_Remote_BlkScrn_M3R.psd</td>
<td>(CMYK; 1028 ppi; 7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GenieGoCableConnections_M1R.psd</td>
<td>(CMYK; 300 ppi; 100%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GenieGoConnection_M1R.psd</td>
<td>(CMYK; 352 ppi; 85%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GenieGoSplitterConnect_M1R.psd</td>
<td>(CMYK; 402 ppi; 74.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GenieGoReceiverConnect_M1R.psd</td>
<td>(CMYK; 1028 ppi; 7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GenieGoCableConnections_M1R.psd**

 perverse: 20.04% (CMYK; 2181 ppi; 13.75%)
VERIFYING THE LIGHT IS BLUE ON THE GenieGO

If all connections in Sections 1 & 2 have been made correctly, the light on the front of the GenieGO will be BLUE.

LIGHT INDICATOR:
- BLUE = Ready to use
- FLASHING PURPLE = GenieGO is not connected to your H25 DVR. Please make sure the GenieGO and your H25 DVR are connected to the same wireless network. If your H25 DVR is connected to a CAT5 cable, please check the CAT5 cable connection to the GenieGO.
- FLASHING GREEN = GenieGO is not connected to your H25 DVR. Please refer to the Troubleshooting section in the GenieGO manual for support.
- BLUE = Ready to use
- WHITE = Ready to use
- BLUE = Ready to use

If any of the colors are different than blue or white, recheck all connections made. If the problem persists, contact the Technical Support department as needed for support.

DOWNLOADING AND INSTALLING THE GenieGO APPLICATION

1. Installing mobile apps: Go to the App Store or Google Play Store and type "DIRECTV" into the search to download the DIRECTV phone and tablet apps for GenieGO.
2. Installing computer apps: Go to geniego.directv.com to download and install the computer app.
3. Follow the on-screen instructions to activate your GenieGO, register your applications and enable access to your GenieGO and your DIRECTV experience from outside your home.
4. Visit directv.com/GenieGO for additional information on GenieGO and available applications.

Use of the GenieGO application is licensed under DIRECTV's current End User License Agreement. Use of this application is also subject to DIRECTV's privacy policy and other legal policies, including the DIRECTV Services Agreement. Use of the GenieGO application is licensed under DIRECTV's current End User License Agreement. Use of this application is also subject to DIRECTV's privacy policy and other legal policies, including the DIRECTV Services Agreement.
**VERIFYING THE LIGHT IS BLUE ON THE GenieGO**

If all connections in Sections 1, 2 & 3 have been made correctly, the light on the front of the GenieGO will be BLUE.

**LIGHT INDICATOR:**
- **WHITE** = Download of new software will start automatically. Please allow up to 10 minutes to complete this process.
- **BLUE** = Ready to use.
- **FLASHING PURPLE** = GenieGO is not connected to your HD DVR. Please make sure the GenieGO is correctly connected to the same wireless network that your HD DVR is connected to.
- **FLASHING AMBER** = GenieGO is not connected to the Internet. Please recheck the Ethernet connection to the Internet.
- **FLASHING WHITE** = GenieGO is not connected to the Internet. Please recheck the computer app.
- **BLUE** = Connected to the Internet.
- **BLUE** = Ready to use.
- **WHITE** = Ready to use.

If any of the colors are different than blue or white, recheck all connections made. If the problem persists, consult the Troubleshooting section in the manual on directv.com/GenieGO for support.

**DOWNLOADING AND INSTALLING THE GenieGO APPLICATION**

1. **Installing mobile apps:** Go to the 'GenieGO' tab in the DIRECTV phone and tablet app for GenieGO.
2. **Installing computer apps:** Go to directv.com/GenieGO to download and install the computer app.
3. Follow the on-screen instructions to activate your GenieGO, register your applications and enable access to your GenieGO and your DIRECTV experience from outside your home.
4. Visit directv.com/GenieGO for additional information on GenieGO and available applications.

Use of the GenieGO application is licensed under DIRECTV’s current End User License Agreement. Use of this application is also subject to DIRECTV’s privacy policy and other legal policies, including its terms of use and copyright and trademark policy. Product specifications subject to change without notice. GENIE and GENIEGO are trademarks of DIRECTV, LLC. All other trademarks and service marks are the property of their respective owners. ©2013 DIRECTV. DIRECTV and the Cyclone Design logo, DIRECTV HD DVR with DVR Service, Mobile DVR Service, High-Speed Internet connection and compatible mobile device. Only available on certain devices from certain TV providers. Visit directv.com/GenieGO for a list of compatible devices and more information. Additional data charges may apply. Blackout rules apply, and local programming, if available, is based on customer’s service address. Must register account at directv.com to use features. Connections vary. ©2013 DIRECTV.
VERIFYING THE LIGHT IS BLUE ON THE GenieGO

If all connections in Sections 1 & 2 have been made correctly, the light on the front of the GenieGO will be BLUE.

LIGHT INDICATOR:

- WHITE = Download of new software will start automatically. Please allow up to 10 minutes to complete this process.
- BLUE = Ready to use
- FLASHING PURPLE = GenieGO is not connected to your Wi-Fi. Please make sure the GenieGO is connected to the same wireless network that your HD DVR is connected to.
- FLASHING AMBER = GenieGO is not connected to your HD DVR. Please make sure the GenieGO is connected to the same wired network that your HD DVR is connected to.
- BLUE = Ready to use
- WHITE = Download of new software will start automatically. Please allow up to 10 minutes to complete this process.

If any of the colors are different than blue or white, recheck all connections made. If the problem persists, consult the Troubleshooting section in the manual on directv.com/GenieGO for support.

DOWNLOADING AND INSTALLING THE GenieGO APPLICATION

1. Installing mobile apps: Go to the Apple App Store or Google Play Store and type “DIRECTV” into the search to download the DIRECTV phone and tablet apps for GenieGO.
2. Installing computer apps: Go to geniego.directv.com to download and install the computer app.
3. Follow the on-screen instructions to activate your GenieGO, register your applications and enable access to your GenieGO and your DIRECTV experience from outside your home.
4. Visit directv.com/GenieGO for additional information on GenieGO and available applications.